
Sensi Touch smart thermostat
The award-winning Sensi Touch smart thermostat focuses 
on providing the best homeowner experience including a 
large color touch screen, easy set-up, intuitive controls and 
compatibility with popular home automation systems.

HVAC MONITORING

Sensi smart thermostats deliver information homeowner’s need to maintain their HVAC equipment:

MONITOR HVAC SYSTEM
Get smart alerts to help detect 
extreme temperatures & humidity 
levels or loss of heating/cooling.

GET REMINDERS
Receive notifications for filter, UV lights, 
humidifier pad, and HVAC maintenance.

VIEW USAGE
Monitor current day and historical heating, 
cooling and fan runtimes right in the app.
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SAVE ABOUT 23% ON HVAC ENERGY*

By adjusting the temperature using flexible scheduling, 
remote access, and geofencing, Sensi thermostat 
customers save about 23% on HVAC energy usage.

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING
Program a schedule for each day of the week.

CIRCULATING FAN
Helps maximize comfort and balance temperature 
throughout your home by increasing air circulation.

HUMIDITY CONTROL
Stay comfortable with humidification/dehumidification control.

KEYPAD LOCKOUT
Maintain total control by disabling changes 
made by others at the thermostat

TEMPERATURE LIMITS
Prevent others from adjusting temperatures too high or too low.

SMART HOME COMPATIBLE
Works with Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant, Apple HomeKit 
and Samsung SmartThings smart home platforms.
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